
RAPID GROWTH IN SALES AND PROFITS CAN CAUSE FINANCING AND

OTHER PROBLEMS ELABORATE ON THIS STATEMENT

Why Can Rapid Corporate Growth in Sales and Profits Cause Financing Problems? on your business, any one of which
might be the domino that starts others tumbling. This can lead to morale problems, employees who leave if they are
How Does Information from Financial Statements Influence Business Decisions?.

How do they affect the cost of goods sold? The collections and purchase schedules measure the speed at which
receivables are collected and purchases are paid. What will happen to external fund requirements if Landis
Corporation reduces the payout ratio, grows at a slower rate, or suffers a decline in its profit margin? The
percent-of-sales forecast is only as good as the functional relationship of assets and liabilities to sales.
Returned merchandise will represent 5 percent of total sales. Take steps to manage your finances in ways that
let you better manage your resources during a sales spike, including temporarily outsourcing some of your
administrative, production or shipping needs. If you outgrow your office space and to move to a new location
before your lease is up, you could be responsible for continuing to pay the lease until a new tenant is found for
the space. Image source: Photospin. S Copyright? Discuss the advantage and disadvantage of level production
schedules in firms with cyclical sales. Of credit sales, 40 percent are paid in the month after sale and 60
percent are paid in the second month after the sale. A major drawback is that a large stock of inventory may be
accumulated during the slow sales period. This inventory may be expensive to finance, with an associated
danger of obsolescence. Any time you foresee rapid growth, even in one product or service, take steps to
evaluate your capital situation and ensure you can fund your growth. And, that can be a problem. No one is an
expert in everything, so this may be the phase where you bring in the best personnel you can find to help guide
your company through the changes required to become a bigger and better business. Note: Compute prior
December purchases to help get total material payments for January. How much additional external capital
will be required for next year if sales increase 15 percent? What are the basic benefits and purposes of
developing pro forma Chapter 4 Discussion Questions  As the business grows, the founders eventually
transition to a leadership role, delegating most of the operational decisions and functions to someone else.


